
Africa needs help 

A critical threat to Africa’s progress is the ineptitude and indifference of Africa’s leaders. The media 
regularly display African refugees drowned in the Mediterranean. In “Why States Recover” Greg Mills 
writes about the illegal migration including the perilous dangers that involve this continental exodus. 
Example, in October 2013 more than 20 000 Africans were detected off the coast of Italy and the 
Island of Lampedusa. The many dead suggest that Africans are desperate to escape the motherland. 

Porous borders are not the solution. Example, by letting millions of desperate economic migrants into 
a South African economy saturated with low skilled workers does not help long term economic growth 
for the region or the continent. What must happen is for Africa’s leaders to shoulder responsibility. 

Example, in response to Boko Haram insanity, the Nigerian regime entreated its colonial master, 
Britain for help. To exacerbate the issue, Goodluck Jonathan President of Nigeria blamed an Al 
Qaeda influence. By appealing to Britain, Nigeria terminates the maxim “an African solution for an 
African problem”. The invite also suggests that, when anything wicked happens, African leaders must 
blame others. They are unable to formulate native responses to problems. That Nigerians leaders are 
regarded as some of the most corrupt in the world is seldom debated. That most Nigerians exist in 
abject poverty is also rarely equated with the reality that Nigeria is a major oil producing nation. 

While Africa’s mineral wealth benefits a few well connected people, violence rages as poverty engulfs 
the continent. While it is always trendy to blame colonialism and imperialism, when African leaders 
will accept responsibility? Some African leaders also regard violence as an acceptable political 
practice. Since there are few penalties to historic injustices, violence will inevitably remain endemic 
within Africa’s political evolution. Example the recent exoneration of the Kenyan President Uhuru 
Kenyatta by the international Criminal Court in The Hague supports this opinion. Where is the justice 
for the thousands of Kenyans that died in the run-up towards Kenyatta’s recent election? 

Violence will also remain endemic as many African leaders lack legitimacy for the manner in which 
they achieved authority. Also, when they do achieve genuine authority their legacies are disgraceful.  

If leaders cannot enrich themselves, they enrich their family. Across Africa the narrative is repeated. 
Robert Mugabe plans to install his wife as President of Zimbabwe. Isabel Dos Santos the first African 
woman dollar billionaire is the daughter of President Jose Eduardo dos Santos of Angola. Ngina 
Kenyatta is the widow of Jommo Kenyatta’s Kenya’s first President and is worth more than $500 
million. Bridget Radebe married to Jeff Radebe; our former Minister of Justice is worth $100 million. 

Example, King Goodwill Zwelithini who recently complained that he cannot feed his 6 wives and 27 
children on the R54.2 million he receives annually from South African taxpayers. It seems as if those 
who lead Africa have lost compassion for its children while in pursued of their own pleasure. 

As Africans we must prayer that the God venerated by Abraham, Isaac and Ismail bless and protect 
Africa for year 2015. May the continents religious, political and business leaders harvest the collective 
wisdom required to create more employment, tolerance and realistic levels of equity within Africa?   

In the words of the wise, what is the value of the African Union when Africans are dying because of a 
lack of capable leadership? 
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